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About This Game

Intro
Welcome to the world of Skynet Rising. From the mastermind creator Dr. Rex Havoc, Skynet Rising is a top notch action
packed “Super Sandbox FPS”. Explore a beautifully crafted post apocalyptic world. Survive and conquer command towers

through tough gun battles. Fight back to back with your brother in arms. Featuring a high adrenaline single player campaign, the
game has a wickedly great Run and Gun gameplay with tons of "Shoot them in the face" fun.
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Storyline

Isaac spent most of his life serving under the vicious mutant rebel leader, Commander Crugo. Upon discovering a digital
weapon of mass destruction, Isaac fears for humanity and flees with his wife and brother to keep the intel from falling into

Crugo's hands. Seeking revenge for the betrayal, Crugo hunts down Isaac and destroys his life. Isaac is faced with the ultimate
decision between changing the course of history and saving his family from the evil Crugo.
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Title: Skynet Rising : Portal to the Past
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Imran Arafat
Publisher:
Reality Gameware
Release Date: 14 Oct, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10

Processor: Intel Core i3-2100 or AMD equivalent

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD Radeon HD 7870 (2GB) or NVIDIA GeForce GTX 660 (2GB)

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 5500 MB available space

Sound Card: Any

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Bulgarian,Czech,Danish,Dutch,Finnish,Greek,Hungarian,Japanese,Korean,Norwegian,Po
lish,Portuguese,Romanian,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Swedish,Thai,Traditional Chine
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skynet rising portal to the past

Pointless dlc. should of been in the base game. Thanks for good work with new patch. But the best experience i have is the new
issue: FPS drop (60=>40). So... still vote down.

*Old review:

MK11 is very good and fun. But after the 60fps patch, the game crashes more often, especially Krypt. Not only me, but so many
people have that bs too.
NetherRealm. PLEASE. Fix the game and it will be a up vote.. Good piece of software but very limited. Only has 4 ways with
no options of falling down, sleeping, casting etc. I may recommend it if you don't have game maker VX ace but if you do, you
can do almost exactly the same on that software which also includes things to make an actual game!. Intense and fast paced
game. Specially in multiplayer. Simple game but I still enjoyed it. I finished the epilepsy mode with a score of 69 which makes
me dizzy for a few minutes. Pretty casual and enjoying.. Really cool & interesting! I've already seen a few endings, would like
to see them all ;-) Maybee a shame there aren't Achievements?. I love RPG Maker games and usually give very positive reviews.

However this game may be the only exception so far.
The last boss, Gendall, is overpowered and cannot be killed.

I played this game from beginning to end and took me more than 7 hours.
Most of the combat is easy, but the final boss is terribly overpowered and impossible to kill.
I keep grinding all my team until they are at an extremely high level of 36.
I equiped my guys with the best gears in the game.
I do every single quests possible.
I explore every single map and pick up every item to make sure that I did not miss anything.

When I reach the final boss, he used Shockwave and paralyzed either 3\/4 or 4\/4 of my team.
Then he used Plague and kill all my team.
I have replayed the final battle more than 10 times, but there is no way to kill the boss.

Have there been any testing and balancing done with the final boss?

I do not recommend this game if there is and balancing problem and there are no ways to kill the final boss.. It's ok for the
price, I guess - although there are better free alternatives....
Multiplayer is also pretty much non-existant (because nobody plays it)

FYI: there are no trading cards (unlike the store page suggests)
and the developer does not seem to read or post anything here on steam. The scenarios are rubbish. The victory conditions and
defeat conditions are often arbitrary. The naval combat just does not work. The air combat could use some polish. Especially
when it comes to making it clear just what kind of fighter a particular plane is. Apparently there are three types: interceptor,
dogfighter, and heavy fighter. Good luck finding out which plane belongs to which category. The land combat works fairly well
though. But amphibious operations are a tedious mess. Let's just say that the Morning Sun campaign is a thousand times better
than the pig slop that is the U.S. Pacific campaign. I guess this means that Slytherin is taking feedback seriously. So, hopefully
we'll just look back at this as the really bad campaign for Order of Battle and enjoy the material that came out later.
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when me and my friends press ''Ready'' NOTHING happens!
CANT PLAY BECAUSE OF IT!!!!. A fun, but fairly easy little Diablo 1 knock-off with some decent QoL improvements. The
storyline is incredibly simple as is the gameplay, but it has its charming little nuances, such as feeding your pet various fish to
transform it ( ' :. Does not support Xbox 360 controllers or arcade sticks. We tried a number of controllers before finding TWO
that worked. Couldn't even play for one hour without crashes or freezes. Pausing to set up your skills is a gamble because it can
freeze at a moments notice.

The gameplay itself is very limited compared to other beat-em-up titles like Fight-N-Rage. "combos" are one-button affairs, and
if you decide to manually preform the combo, there's not much reward in doing so. There's no damage bonus or anything like
that.

Story mode is single player only, so if you want to play with friends you're going to have to either forget that there's a story at all
or play through it once solo to explain it. (Not worth doing, honestly.)

It's a novel idea to have a fighting game-style beat-em-up....but the implimentation of it is really janky and makes you feel like
you'd be better off just playing one of the old Sega genesis ones instead. I bought the game for $7 and I'm still getting a refund
because there's no reason that a game that's been out since 2017 shouldn't have CONTROLLER SUPPORT when it says it
does.. In a little over an hour, haven't really noticed anything terrible. Game works well animations are nice, the damage from
falling was a bit much and I died instantly from a cliff slide. There is a decent microtransaction store with somewhat high priced
stuff, but it's a smaller game and they could use it I'm sure.. Interesting post-apoc character rpg with a mostly linear story but
with choices along the way. Worth it on sale, not sure at full price though, since the total play time isn't very long.. Instantly
become my favorite game to play in VR, so it goes without saying but I'll say it...I HIGHLY recommend you pick this game up.
I've been waiting for something like this for awhile. It's not quite the exact fill of riding but I'd imagine that would get worked
out as it developes more. Also, if you really lean with it and tuck in your chair, you're only missing the wind and you're doing
the real deal. Can't wait for multiplayer races (there's a grayed out option for multiplayer) but I'm with the lap time leaderboard
for now! Now I'm crossing my fingers for a Vive compatible stationary motorcycle haha
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